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THE TEXT|IE ASSOCTATION (lNDlA)

GtJ'rA Examination - 2OZ1.

Section: D, Paper: WCD.3
Engineering Design of Fabric Structure

Marks:100 Time 2.00 pm to S.fl) pm

lnstructions:
L. Answer any six questions out of which Question No 1 is compulsory
'). Answer each next main question on a new page.

3. Figure to the right indicate full marks.
4. lllustrate your answers with sketches and flow chart wherever necessary.
5. Use of non- programmable electronic pocket calculator is permitted.
6. Mobile and any other communication devices are not allowed in examination hall.

7. Assume suitable data wherever necessary.
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a Elucidate the characteristics of Jacquard weave.

b What is pile height and pile density? Discuss factors affecting pile density.

Write a brief note on the following (Any four)

i)Double cloth ii)Warp back cloth iii) Broken twill iv) Rib structure

v)Tricot weave vi)Sponge weave vii) Weft wadded double cloth

Distinguish between ordinary honeycomb weave and Brighton honeycomb

weave

a State the concept of colour and weave effect.

b Discuss the lS test method for determining tensile str,ength of textile
Fabrics.

a Compare 'Huck a Back Weave' and 'Mockleno weave'.

b Plain weave has a more firmness than twill weave even with identical

fabric particulars. Justify the statement.

a What are characteristic features of backed fabrics? Prepare a weft backed

warp wadded fabric.

b Prepare a zig zag twill weave using2/1,1/1 twill with its weaving plans.

a What are the various methods used to prepare stripe and check patterns?

b Design a distorted thread pattern.

a How the guide bar of a warp knitting machine plays role in producing

different designs on the fabrics?

b How the weft-knitting machines are classified in terms of capabilities of
producing different designs on the fabrics?
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